Getting an Angle on the Sun and Moon

The Sun (Diameter = 1,400,000 km) and Moon (Diameter = 3,476 km) have very
different physical diameters in kilometers, but in the sky they can appear to be nearly the
same size. Astronomers use the angular measure of arcseconds (asec) to measure the
apparent sizes of most astronomical objects. (1 degree equals 60 arcminutes, and 1
arcminute equals 60 arcseconds). The photos above show the Sun and Moon at a time
when their angular diameters were both about 1,865 arcseconds.
Problem 1 - Using a metric ruler, what is the angular scale of each image in arcseconds
per millimeter?

Problem 2 - In arcseconds, what is the size of the smallest feature you can see in the
images of the Sun and Moon?
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Problem 3 - About what is the area, in square arcseconds (asec ) of the circular Mare
Serenitatis (A) region in the photo of the Moon?

Problem 4 - At the distance of the Moon, 1 arcsecond of angular measure equals 1.9
kilometers. The Sun is exactly 400 times farther away than the Moon. On the photograph
of the Sun, how many kilometers equals 1 arcsecond of angle?

Problem 5 - What is the area of Mare Serenitatis in square kilometers?

Problem 6 - What would be the physical area, in square-kilometers, of an identical
angular area to Mare Serenitatis if it were located on the surface of the sun?
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Answer Key

Problem 1 - Using a metric ruler, what is the angular scale of each image in arcseconds per
millimeter? Answer: Moon diameter = 65 mm and sun diameter = 61 mm so the lunar image
scale is 1,865 asec/65mm = 28.7 asec/mm and the solar scale is 1865 asec/61 mm = 30.6
asec/mm.

Problem 2 - In arcseconds, what is the size of the smallest feature you can see in the images
of the Sun and Moon? Answer: the smallest feature is about 0.5 mm or 0.5 x 28.7 asec/mm =
14.4 asec for the Moon and 0.5 x 30.6 asec/mm = 15.3 asec for the Sun.
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Problem 3 - About what is the area, in square arcseconds (asec ) of the circular Mare
Serenitatis (A) region in the photo of the Moon? Answer: The diameter of the mare is 1
centimeter, so the radius is 5 mm or 5 mm x 28.7 asec/mm = 143.5 asec. Assuming a circle,
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the area is A = π x ( 143.5 asec) = 64,700 asec .

Problem 4 - At the distance of the Moon, 1 arcsecond of angular measure equals 1.9
kilometers. The Sun is exactly 400 times farther away than the Moon. On the photograph of
the Sun, how many kilometers equals 1 arcsecond of angle? Answer: The angular scale at
the sun would correspond to 400 x 1.9 km = 760 kilometers per arcsecond.

Problem 5 - What is the area of Mare Serenitatis in square kilometers? Answer: We have to
convert from square arcseconds to square kilometers using a two-step unit conversion 'ladder'.
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64,700 asec x ( 1.9 km/asec) x (1.9 km/asec) = 233,600 km .

Problem 6 - What would be the physical area, in square-kilometers, of an identical angular
area to Mare Serenitatis if it were located on the surface of the sun? Answer: The angular
area is 400-times further away, so we have to use the scaling of 760 kilometers/asec deduced
in Problem 4. The unit conversion for the solar area becomes:
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64,700 asec x (760 km/asec) x (760 km/asec) = 37,400,000,000 km .
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